Workshop Goals
1. To summarize Round 1 workshop results and provide an update on the NAWMP Plan Revision process.
2. To clarify the fundamental objectives and associated measurable attributes.
3. To seek input on the values associated with the fundamental objectives.
4. To discuss how best to formulate new objectives in the Plan Revision.
5. To initiate discussion of institutions and processes that will facilitate integrated waterfowl management.
6. To provide feedback to the NAWMP Plan Committee as they move forward with the Plan Revision.

8:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions
8:15 Orientation to the NAWMP Revision Process and Review of Round 1 Workshops—Jim Ringelman, Mike Anderson
9:00 Clarifying the Fundamental Objectives of the NAWMP—Jim Ringelman
9:15 Table group discussions about the fundamental objectives
   • Discuss meaning and intent
   • Identify most important measurable attributes
10:15 Break
10:30 Valuing Fundamental Objectives—Jim Ringelman, Dave Case
11:30 Table group reports of morning discussions
Noon LUNCH
1:00 Setting NAWMP objectives—Jim Ringelman, Dave Case
   Presentation and facilitate discussion
2:00 Institutions and Processes—Mike Anderson
2:15 Table group discussions, Institutions and Processes
3:15 Break
3:30 Table group report out and facilitated discussion, institutions and processes—Dave Case
4:15 Facilitated discussion, NAWMP revision—Dave Case
4:30 Workshop Evaluation
4:45 Wrap-Up—Jim Ringelman
5:00 p.m. Adjourn